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ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
TECHNOLOGY is a
CREATOR and
ACCELERATOR of

VALUE

Multi-tier platform for
allocating and monitoring
the readiness of
resources and the status
pathway in any Complex
System Management
system (CSM).
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Reality as it appears to an AI agent
Inspired by:
C. Rovelli Relational Quantum Mechanics Int.J.Theor.Phys. 35 (1996) 1637-1678

Basic of interpretation
1- the information is not infinite
2- Indeterminism
3- The reality is relationship: the events of nature are always
interactions. All system events occur in relation to another system
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A Basic Principle
The embodied cognition thematizes the intelligence as a procedural rule that
determines the change while it is in turn determined.
The enactive approach conceives the extent of perception and action as
constitutive, and not instrumental, for intelligence.
Enactivism

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

Enactivism argues that cognition arises
through a dynamic interaction between
an acting organism and its environment.
It claims that our environment is one
which we selectively create through our
capacities to interact with the world.
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A THEORY OF THINKING
Christian Doeller believes that the brain stores information about what
surrounds us in so-called cognitive spaces. The term “cognitive spaces” refers
to mental maps in which we organize our experience. We assume these spatial
coding principles in the field of perception, but also in decision-making or even
in social interaction.
C.F. Doeller, C. Barry, and N. Burgess, “Evidence for grid cells in a human memory
network”, Nature 463, 657–661(2010)..

Cognitive maps
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Mental Spaces
Bellmund thinks that the brain stores a map that can be a real space or the space
connecting dimensions of thoughts.
Process of thought can be formalized as a path through the mental spaces.
Context geometry interacts with spatial memory thus strengthening the link
between grid cells and behavior as well as cognitive functions.
Neurological research suggests to researchers that the structure of the brain
allows a set of complex elaborations that collect signals from the context and
facilitate their processing.
J. L. Bellmund, P. Gärdenfors, E. Moser, C. F. Doeller, “Navigating cognition: Spatial codes
for human thinking”, Science, 362(6415), eaat6766 (2018).
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Consequences for MAS Design
Agent exists if it is immersed in a context (and if it is swimming in the IoE
(Internet of Everything) interacting with other Agents, Processes,Humas).
This implies that its learning and adaptation activities presuppose input
through agent’s receptive fields.
The Doeller’s model suggests a way to structure agent’s architecture: a place
map or phenomenological layer where positions are determined and
phenomena are processed and classified and a grid map or cognitive layer
devoted to the elementary understanding of the phenomena. The cognitive
layer, due to its complexity, will be described in a further paper.
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OUR AGENT COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURE
COMPLEX ENVIROMNENT MANAGEMENT
Our Agent based architecture is devoted to manage complex environment and it
is structure to give a cognitive taste to old fashioned Command, Control and
Communication systems.
AI systems permit the transition from Command, Control and Communication
systems to Mission Management Systems where there is a requirement for
always more unmanned management.
We have the following transitions:
•
•
•
•

The Human System Interface is no more a cockpit Aide but it becomes a
decision aide permitting operator empowerment;
Sensing has an evolution from events collection to a Dynamical
Threshold Management with a choice of phenomena of interest;
Monitoring & Diagnosis process uses Models leaving event-action
schema for a more complete semantic of events.
Decisions are simulation and model based; statistics support Proactive
Decisions.
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Conceptual architecture schema
Smart objects and mobiles communicate with cloud servers using micro-services.
Mobiles facilitate humans with an interface totally based onto Natural Language. The
app user experience and user interface (UX/UI) is made to facilitate vocal and written
communication.
SSB is a software system that collects events from sensors and support decisions,
sometime in unmanned way. The main functions of the SSB system are:
•
•
•

Events management
Communication management
Actions management
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SSB
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Digital Agent (DA) Definition
Beliefs, intentions

Agents have explicit data structures corresponding to beliefs, and intentions. These states can be
nested, so that (for example) an agent can have beliefs about other agent’s intentions.
Agent’s beliefs are the information it has about contexts and about itself; these beliefs may be
incorrect.
An agent’s intentions activate a course of action(s) as one's purpose or objective plan.
The following is thus a legal modal expression:
believe AGE = 50 ;
intention (week = 1, heartrate = 80, … ,week = 12 ,heartrate = 75);

Context

Context is a structure composed by entities and relationships. Such data can be of two types:
unchangeable and changeable.
An agent is part of a context and can represent and analyze it as a dynamical systems. In general, the
state of a dynamical system is a trace that summarizes all the information about the past behavior of
the system.
Beliefs related to a context overload agent beliefs, for example:
On(table, floor); unchangeable
John(age, 15) ; changeable
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Digital Agent (DA) Definition
Communication

A DA provides built-in communication primitives for sending and receiving messages.
Their messages can be: pushed to mobile. They send orders and data, receive orders and
data. Messages are event following SSB standard.
The effect of communication is to change the state of the recipient of the message or to
activate actions. Note that message delivery is guaranteed, but it is asynchronous.

Functions

A DA can activate functions as precompiled or interpreted SSB routine. All functions
have global scope, and can be invoked either by agents or by other functions.
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DA’s Cognitive architecture
Each DA has multiple cognitive/perceptual layers with increasing degrees of
abstractions.
We require that there be top-down and bottom-up mechanisms working
together to connect the Cognitive representations to the perceptual data.
We require a Cognitive Layer (CL) and a Perceptual Layer (PL) with their own
autonomous structures. The structure of CL reflects the Cognitive associations
that we normally acquire through experience; and the structure of the
perceptual layer reflects the historical series of input data. There is an
autonomous memory for each layer where the associations or structures of the
respective layers are stored. Memory maintains a finite trace of events and
actions.
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A REPRESENTATION OF A CONTEXT
•
•
•

•
•
•

A context is the set of circumstances that form the setting for an event
and a situation.
A context can be formally described and its structure is defined.
A map describes the logical or physical space of the context where the
agent is embedded.
The place cell can be grouped to represents receptive fields.
The map contains devices (sensors or actuators) and objects.
Devices constitutes the sensory field of the agent that can be divided
in receptory fields.
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A REPRESENTATION OF A CONTEXT
Map

The map of the context defines the contextual three-dimensional layout, in
particular the positioning
of the borders and the positions of devices and objects.
Devices
Devices are components of a context and exist in the 3D space.
There are two types of devices: sensors and actuators.
Every Device has a set of (x,y) coordinates, a bounding polygon (or radius of
receptive field ).They are associable to object mobile or static.

Objects

Objects that exist within the context. These can be different types of entities,
such as structures, collectibles, fornitures, etc. objects are components of a
context exist in the 3D space. Every object has a set of (x,y) coordinates, a
bounding polygon (or radius).
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A REPRESENTATION OF A CONTEXT
Event
Context events are collected from input devices. Internal events are
consequences of processing that affect the agent.
Actions that will occur with a given probability
Events are collected from context in form of messages with a payload
containing data relative to the context. Events are generated by sensors.
Rules
Rules are part of context description .
Any event can be specified to lead to state transactions changes. The rules
specify operations. Rules are like a &b & … & n ::> action and|or new state
where a, b, are conditions . A conditions is an attribute of the context with
constraints.
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Context Definition Language
Description Language (CDL) designed to suitably express the key concepts and
mechanics inherent to an environment effective for DA operation.
CDL DEFINE CONTEXT = Test01 ;
CDL CONTEXT = Test01 DEFINE MAP = MapRoom51 DIMX = 50 DIMY = 50 DIMZ = 5 ;
CDL CONTEXT = Test01 MAP = MapRoom51 DEFINE RECEPTIVEFIELD = Temperature01
TYPE = TEMPERATURE CENTER X = 20
Y = 0 Z = 5
RADIUS = 10 FUNCTION =
CO_Routnnn ;
CDL CONTEXT = Test01
ASSIGN DEVICE = DH01

MAP = MapRoom51 RECEPTIVEFIELD = Temperature01
X = 20
Y = 0
Z = 5
TYPE = THERMOMETER ;

FUNCTION = Kernel
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Receptive field models
Since the physiological recordings of retinal ganglion cells by Hartline, Barlow,
and Kuffler during the 1950’s, it has been well known that these neurons signal
the spatial differences in light intensity falling upon the retina. This is
accomplished by the so-called “center-surround” organization of the receptive
field, in which its excitatory and inhibitory subfields are organized into
circularly symmetric regions. The shapes of these receptive fields have been
modeled by at least two different types of functions. One is the difference-ofGaussians (DOG) function and the other is the Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LOG)
function.
We compute the output of a model of receptive field map as

O=∑ (x,y)R(x,y)I(x.y)
where O is the output of the retinal ganglion cell whose receptive field is
centered at central position .
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Place Map

Receptory Field
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Event Based Phenomenological layer
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Contextual Unconscious
Actions Execution
•

An agent has a continuous interaction with its contextual actions execution and
this tracked by a discrete view-action-view sequence of the form:
(vi, si), ai, (vi+1, si+1)

•

A view vi represents a sensory description associated with a context state
represented in a receptive sensory.

•

An action ai denotes a sequence of one or more control laws that take the agent
from one state to the next one.

•

si are distinctive states where is the agent’s state name associated with the
context where view vi is observed through receptory fields.

•

An agent’s schema represents contextual actions execution. An action execution is
characterized the states before and after the action was performed.
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FLUENT CALCULUS
A formalism is now required for the management of the execution of agents
in the context. An action execution is described in terms of the agent’s
states. This naturally leads to the use of the fluent calculus as an expansion
of the situation calculus.
The Fluent Calculus is a logic programming formalism for reasoning and
planning in dynamic domains. It prolongs the situation calculus.
Fluent Calculus has four sorts: fluents, states, actions, and situations.
A fluent is an atomic component describing a state that can be changed in
time.
A state is a collection of fluents as a "snapshot" of a context. More exactly, a
state represents facts in a situation and it is chain of fluents.
An action can change states. A situation is a sequence of actions.
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ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRATING FLUENT
CALCULUS WITH NEURAL NETWORK
Upon receiving an event, the agent searches for the variables associated
with the possible fluents and values the properties. A series of Self
Organizing Feature Maps or SOMs are used to identify situations. If these
are already active they are updated if necessary.
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NEURAL NETWORK ENSEMBLE
Neural network ensemble is a learning model where many neural networks are
concurrently used to solve a problem. Many different predictors can improve
predictions.
Neural networks ensembles can be a solution to many receptive field
analysis. Neural network are trained individually and then their processing is
combined.
The process of the ensemble network can be defined as grouping several
networks where each independent network from that group is trained
independently and then outputs are combined to obtain the overall output.
If we need classify, this combination can be done by majority. If we need a
regression the combination result is by simple averaging, but one can also
use a weighted combination of the networks.
A combination of the output of several predictors is useful if they disagree on
some inputs. By quantifying the disagreement in the ensemble it turns out to
be possible to state this insight rigorously for an ensemble used for
approximation of real valued functions (regression)..
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NEURAL NETWORK ENSEMBLE
The ensemble network can be either homogenous or heterogeneous. The
homogenous ensemble network obtains the output from different
independent network of the same type. The heterogeneous ensemble network
obtains the overall output from identical independent network structures, but
each independent network is trained with different training sets.
The ensemble network is applied here to solve the problem to activate the
action in a situation
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CLEAR_SN ;
AGENT DEFINE NAME = AgtSOM01 ;
NN DEFINE NAME = NNSoaTest01 CONTEXT = Test01 NNTYPE = SOA ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 DEFINE LAYER = layer1 CONTEXT = Test01 TYPE = INPUT ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer1 DEFINE EL = SIZE ATT = INT VALUE = 32 CONTEXT =
Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer1 DEFINE EL = CONNECT ATT = STRING VALUE =
CONNECT_FWD CONTEXT = Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer1 DEFINE EL = CONNECTTO ATT = STRING VALUE = layer2
CONTEXT = Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer2 DEFINE EL = BIASRANDOMMIN ATT = FLOAT VALUE = 1 CONTEXT = Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer2 DEFINE EL = BIASRANDOMMAX ATT = FLOAT VALUE =
+1 CONTEXT = Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer2 DEFINE EL = SIZEX ATT = INT VALUE = 32 CONTEXT =
Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer2 DEFINE EL = SIZEY ATT = INT VALUE = 32 CONTEXT =
Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer2 DEFINE EL = CONNECTTO ATT = STRING VALUE = layer3
CONTEXT = Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 LAYER = layer2 DEFINE EL = ACTRULE ATT = STRING VALUE = LOGISTIC
CONTEXT = Test01 ;
NN NAME = NNSoaTest01 ALLOCATE TYPE = SOA ;
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Next Steps
• General Model of Agents Ensemble to realize
a Massive MAS Machine (MMM)
• Psycology of a MMM
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